Wednesday, November 13, 2019

Dear SAS Honors Program Students,

Have you been feeling unusual lately? Has your technology crashed when writing an important paper or have plans with friends fallen through last minute? If you know anything about astrology, you’re probably blaming it on the fact that Mercury is in retrograde. For the past few weeks, Mercury has appeared to be moving backwards in the night sky. However, astrology aside, this is a really cool scientific phenomena. Even though I’m not a firm believer in astrology, I still find myself exercising a little more patience and caution during this time, just in case.

Here are some exciting events coming up while Mercury is still in retrograde. Hear esteemed poet Jericho Brown read his work at the Writers at Rutgers Series. The Artists Collective has an announcement and an upcoming coffeeshop. Socialize with honors students and deans at Get "S'more" Info from Dean Keeton! Join the Eagleton Institute of Politics for the talk and book signing A Mayor for All the People: Kenneth Gibson’s Newark. Seniors: get tips on how to write your scholarly report at the capstone report workshop. Check out the Climate Change Symposium to gain valuable insight into a current event. Interested in AI? Attend the next RUCCS Colloquium. Learn about internship opportunities and how to get hired at the Internship Success Panel. Juniors: get more information about your capstone at your class academic meeting. Get involved in the SASHP by applying for a spot on our SASHP Video Production Team. If you have a passion for serving, apply for the Key into Public Service Scholarship.

From all of us at the SASHP, enjoy the day!

With warmest regards,

Julianna Rossano
Student Director of Honors Media
Writers at Rutgers: Jericho Brown

Writing Workshop and Coffeehouse
The Artists Collective has an announcement. The writing workshop has been moved to Nov 14 at 4:30 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor (SASHP Main Office), College Ave Campus. The Artists Collective is also holding its third coffeehouse of the semester. Come by and showcase your talents in a comfortable environment. Bring your friends and enjoy FREE Krispy pizza and snacks! Nov 20, 7:30 – 9:30 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor.

Get "S'more" Info from Dean Keeton!
Join the Peer Leader in McCormick for some s'mores and socializing! Dean Keeton will be there to connect with you and to answer any of your questions. Come prepared for yummy food! Nov 13th (rain date Nov 14th), 8 PM in Busch Suites Courtyard, Busch Campus.
**Campus Events**

**A Mayor for All the People: Kenneth Gibson’s Newark**
The Eagleton Institute of Politics will host A Mayor for All the People: Kenneth Gibson’s Newark. Join co-editors Robert C. Holmes and Richard W. Roper as they discuss their new book exploring the legacy of Kenneth Gibson, the first African-American mayor of Newark. A book signing and reception will follow. Registration is required. [Click here](#) to find the registration link or visit [eagleton.rutgers.edu/events](http://eagleton.rutgers.edu/events). Nov 14, 5:45 PM at Eagleton Institute of Politics, Douglass Campus.

**Happening @35: Scholarly Analytic Report Workshop**
Working on Honors capstone options C (graduate courses), option D (professional graduate program or dual degree), or option E (internships, certificate programs, etc.)? Swing by 35 College Ave for a workshop on writing a scholarly analytical report. Review samples and get pointers for writing your Honors capstone report from Honors deans. Nov 14, 3:30-4:30 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor (SASHP Main Office), College Ave Campus.

**Climate Change Symposium**
Join Naomi Klein of Rutgers University as well as faculty from The University of Pennsylvania, New Jersey Institute of Technology, and more for the Rutgers Climate Symposium 2019 Science and Society: Perspectives On A Green New Deal. Nov 20, 9 AM - 3 PM at the Livingston Student Center, Livingston Campus.
Internship Success Panel
Want to learn more about internship opportunities or how to get hired? Join the Honors Peer Mentors for a panel discussion where SASHP students from a wide range of academic backgrounds and career interests will share their internship experiences. Attendees also receive resume advice and critique, practice interview questions, networking tips, professional headshot photos, and early access to the Rutgers Honors Alumni Directory. **Nov 15, 2 - 4 PM at Livingston Student Center Collaborative Learning Center, Livingston Campus.**

RUCCS Colloquium
The RU Center for Cognitive Science invites you to the lecture "Generative Modeling of Space, Time, and Objects: A First Step to Endowing Common Sense to Machines." The lecture is hosted by Sungjin Ahn, RU Assistant Professor of computer science, and he will present how an artificial agent can build the world model in an unsupervised fashion. **Nov 19, 1 - 2:30 PM at the Psychology Building Rm 105, Busch Campus.**

Junior Academic Meeting
Juniors: Got questions about the Honors capstone requirement? Want to check in with an advising dean about your plans? Want some Honors swag? The JAM is one of the best ways for juniors to learn about the many ways they can complete their capstone in the SASHP and to learn from current seniors who are right in the middle of researching an honors thesis or other capstone project. **Nov 22, 1:15 - 2:45 PM in Tillet Hall Rm 242, Livingston Campus.**
SASHP Video Production Team

Calling all photographers, videographers, graphic designers, video editors, and more! The SASHP Media Team is expanding and we would love for YOU to be a part of it! Members of the SASHP Media Production Team will be working alongside the Director of Creative Digital Content to create original video content for the education and entertainment of SAS Honors Program students. Click here for more information and to apply (deadline Nov 20).

Key into Public Service Scholarship

Have you served your community? The Phi Beta Kappa Society is a leading national advocate for the value of arts and sciences education. The Society is accepting applications for Key into Public Service Scholars. Phi Beta Kappa will select a national cohort of up to 20 liberal arts and science students who have demonstrated both interest in working in the public sector and academic excellence, with breadth and depth in the arts, humanities, mathematics, natural sciences, and social sciences. Visit www.pbk.org/PublicService to apply by Dec 31st.

For a full list of opportunities, click here.